
COMIC OUTLINE

Let's say you're creating a six-issue comic where plot points must carry over from one issue to the next. Let's also
assume that you don't outline.

What will you do when that happens? If I had been thinking ahead and going "okay, we need to know how this
kind of magic works before we get to this point in the story," maybe I could've found a better place to put it. I
don't pay a lot of attention to how long a scene takes, to some extent, it depends on how you define "a scene,"
but I think it's normal for scenes to be different lengths -- but since my comic updates with one page a week, I
pay a lot of attention to how much happens on each page. If anything here didn't make sense, or raised more
questions than it answered, please feel free to ask me to clarify and I'll try to explain it a little more clearly.
Everyone reading this will benefit from your insight. The dialogue will often change once I get to the script,
but this gives me a solid foundation to build on. I wanted to get to the action as quickly as possible, and while
I don't think that was a bad thing, there ended up being one point where I needed a whole page full of text
explaining something that we really should have gotten in small pieces earlier. Each page is laid out with the
numbers corresponding to the specific panel on that page. I think it may have something to do with keeping
my current work away from past and future influences â€” and allowing me to focus on a particular section of
the book. Scripting in Scrivener takes the overwhelm out of writing a graphic novel series. TreatedAsThis: My
main question is, when you're writing your comic, how long or short do you keep each scene? That kind of
stuff happens. Mine tend to sit around 50 pages, which I try to keep consistent so that my book prices can be
consistent -- but folks who have no plans to print chapters individually can kinda do whatever they want. I
keep oscillating between "Wow, this is incredibly short" and "Oh my god, this is going to go on for a thousand
pages". My script format has changed over the years. After all, you are the only one who ever has to use it.
This shot is from my notes on the 6th issue of the series. The script for Page 1 of the issue. This often works a
lot like free-writing. Part of working in comics is trusting your collaborators. My process is to have kind of an
outline of things that I want to happen, and then break that outline down into a list of pages with a Thing That
Happens On Each Page or a rough guess at that, at least , and then break that down into a script. Assuming
editorial signs off on the script, it heads to the artist. But if it's taking a lot of pages to do just one thing, that's
when I try to cut some of those pages and make the scene shorter. So for example, Page 1: The bad guy runs
and the heroes chase him Page 2: the bad guy jumps a fence and jumps into the river, the heroes follow Page
3: the bad guy is still running and runs into a cave Page 4: the heroes keep chasing the bad guy through the
cave, finally corner him. I like to divide my outline into more manageable blocks, which will become my
chapters. But, Page 1: guy stops by girl's house to say goodnight, she seems unhappy Page 2: he asks her about
it, and she finally snaps and admits she doesn't love him, he's shocked Page 3: he pushes his way into the
house and demands to know why she strung him along, she lashes out at him with ways he wronged her Page
4: he gets angry and says something threatening, she runs away you might think 4 pages of talking would be a
bad thing -- but actually, for this example, something new is happening on each page. As for general advice
for starters: Set your expectaions low.


